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 Describe two reasons why
physicians and advanced
healthcare professionals
may not feel comfortable
discussing an adverse event
with a patient and/or their
family.
 List three different factors
that may determine how
effectively a physician
or Advanced Healthcare
Professional (AHP) may
be when communicating
an adverse outcome to a
patient and their family.
 Describe at least two
rationale for having a
patient sign an informed
consent form for a surgical
procedure in the office
prior to the date of the
actual procedure.

®

COMMUNICATING ADVERSE
EVENTS TO PATIENTS AND FAMILIES
Ann Little, RN, BSN, MBA/HCM, Senior Risk Management Consultant | Risk Management Services

Patients and families need and want their
physicians and Advanced Healthcare
Practitioners (AHP’s) to offer support,
demonstrate empathy, and give accurate
information when communicating with
them. This is especially true when
the news being delivered relates to a
potential, actual, or perceived medical
error or adverse outcome. In addition,
patients and their families require
reassurance that the physician, AHP,
staff member, or the organization did not
intend to cause the patient harm.
(Duclos et al., 2005; Gallagher, Waterman, Ebers, Fraser, & Levinson, 2003;
Mazor, Goff, Dodd, & Alper, 2009; Witman, Park, & Hardin, 1996).

Having a discussion with a patient and their family regarding an adverse event may be one of

the most difficult tasks a physician or AHP will undertake in their career. Although an individual may
be a very skilled communicator when delivering difficult news to a family regarding issues related
to diagnosis and prognosis, they may still struggle with how to communicate with patients and
families in the face of an adverse outcome. It is possible that physicians may not give information
to patients or apologize for an outcome because they fear litigation (Lamb, Studdert, Bohmer,
Berwick, & Brennan, 2003). This discomfort may result in the physician postponing the discussion
or avoiding it altogether. These delays or avoidance behaviors may then create a sense of distrust by
the patient and family resulting in the loss of a positive physician-patient relationship. Additionally,
in poor communication scenarios, patients and their families may feel that their physician has
devalued or discounted their concerns or lacks understanding or appreciation for their problems
or perspective – increasing the likelihood of a malpractice claim.

Even more concerning is when there is an unskilled disclosure where misinformation or

speculation regarding what transpired is communicated and is later determined to be inaccurate. This
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increases the anxiety of the patient
and family and may cause them to
question the accuracy of any or all
of the information provided to them.
A physician may be uncomfortable
telling a patient that he or she does
not know what happened or how
it happened, especially when faced
with the many questions directed
to them immediately following
an adverse event. There may be
pressure to provide guesses at what
may have occurred, often because the unknown is difficult for a family. Anger, or a variety of
other emotions, may be directed at the individual providing the information. Maintaining a calm
demeanor in the face of these emotions may be difficult, but it is crucially important. Body language
and expressing empathy regarding the unanticipated or adverse outcome are also factors that can
determine the success of the initial and subsequent conversations with patients and their families.
Compassionate and sincere information given to patients and their families about an adverse event,
including an apology, will allow patients to experience less distress and can help maintain a trusting
relationship with physicians (Gallagher et al., 2003).

In recent years there has been discussion in healthcare institutions of how to communicate

medical errors to patients and families. There are many philosophies and terms for how to have
this discussion including Apology, Disclosure, Communication and Resolution Programs (CRP’s),
and Early Discussion and Resolution (EDR). No matter how it’s titled, there is agreement that this
communication is a process that almost always involves more than a single conversation
with the patient and/or their family. This process actually begins when a physician or AHP
explains a treatment plan, procedure or surgery to a patient and provides the risks, benefits and
alternatives to the proposed interventions that allows the individuals to make a truly informed
decision. Providing this factual information up-front to the patient and family allows them to
make calculated decisions regarding the risks of the treatments they are considering. It can also
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be beneficial when an adverse event occurs and that specific, or similar risk, had previously been
disclosed and there was agreement to move forward.
As important as a timely and thoughtful initial discussion may be regarding an adverse event, the
ongoing communication is another critical factor needed to maintain trusting relationships
between those involved in the events and the patient and/or family. Collaboration, preparation, and
participation by the physician and hospital personnel to gather facts before disclosing information
following an adverse outcome in the hospital setting is critical. Providing timely, factual feedback as
promised to the patient and family throughout the course of an investigation can provide a sense of
trust that they are not being left in the dark or that information is being hidden from them to protect
the care givers or the healthcare institution. Keep the lines of communication open, and, when
promising a patient or family that you will get back to them by a particular date or time – keep that
promise – even if you do not have new information to provide at the time. Make sure you provide a
reliable way that you can be reached if questions arise before your next scheduled meeting.
The Joint Commission (2018) states that an adverse event does not just affect the person suffering from
the adverse or unanticipated outcome and their family but has an effect on the physician and/or other
healthcare professional involved in the adverse event – the second victims. A work environment that
supports not only the disclosure of adverse events but promotes the care of those second victims can
decrease emotional distress and increase
job satisfaction.
It’s very possible that one of the most
important things to keep in mind when
discussing an unanticipated or adverse
outcome is to follow The Golden Rule of
do unto others as you would have done
unto you (or those you care about).
Providing factual, timely and forthright
information to a patient and their family
and loved ones in an empathetic manner
will likely go a long way in maintaining
a positive relationship for the patients
you care for and in maintaining your
integrity and satisfaction in the practice
of medicine.

Mazor, K.M., Goff, S.L., Dodd, K., &
Alper, E. J. (2009). Understanding
patients’ perceptions of medical
errors. Journal of Communication in
Healthcare. 2. 34–46.

The Joint Commission. (2018). Quick
Safety Issue 39: Supporting second
victims. Retrieved from https://www.
jointcommission.org/issues/article.
aspx?Article=kU05Lm5pzhA5MirdUIJfV617SJazGSVs%2BySZ7vKCm5g%3D
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Focus On

IN-OFFICE CONSENT FORMS

Question:

I am a surgeon and recently heard from one of my colleagues that
MICA recommends patients sign a consent form in the office. My
patients sign a consent form prior to surgery at the surgery center
or hospital. What is the point of having the patient sign a consent
form in the office and at the facility?

Answer:

Informed consent is a process, and is the legal and ethical responsibility

Risk, Benefits &
Alternatives

Why ask the
patient to sign
a consent in the
office and the
facility?

of the surgeon performing the procedure. It is much more than a form
the patient signs. The informed consent process involves the patient and
provides information regarding the risks, benefits and alternatives for the
proposed procedure. The informed consent process allows the surgeon to
assess whether the patient has the capacity to understand the facts provided
and whether he or she can make an informed decision to proceed, or not to
proceed, with the surgery.
Thorough documentation of the informed consent discussion is important
in that it provides evidence the conversation took place and the specific
information shared. Nevertheless, patients still may later dispute certain
information was shared or complain they did not understand what the
surgeon said. In this situation, a signed consent form provides additional
support that the informed consent discussion occurred, that the patient
was present and that the information contained in the consent document
was discussed. While the informed consent discussion may require only the
patient’s passive participation, the signing of a consent form requires active
participation.
Why ask the patient to sign a consent in the office and the facility? Asking
the patient to sign a consent in the office allows time for the patient to
consider the surgery, to consult with family members, friends or others
(including the internet) and to change his or her mind or ask additional
questions. When patients arrive at the surgery facility they are asked to
complete and sign numerous forms including a surgical consent. Patients
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often report there were so many forms that they did not have a chance to read
through all of them. Some may complain that by the time there were at the
surgical facility it was “too late” to change their mind. In addition, some patients
have complained they were fasting and anxious about surgery and were not at
their best. If this facility consent form is the only documentation of an informed
consent discussion, a jury may empathize with the patient on these points and
conclude the patient was inadequately informed.

MICA Risk Resource:
Informed Consent.
Can be retrieved
from www.micainsurance.com

Surgeons have limited control over many situations precipitating an
allegation of medical negligence. However, informed consent is one area
where the surgeon has complete control. If a surgical complication occurs,
the surgeon can remind the patient of the informed consent discussion
and can reference the consent form he or she signed.
Detailed documentation of the informed consent discussion and obtaining a signed
procedure specific consent form in the office helps safeguard the surgeon from
allegations the patient was uninformed regarding the risks, benefits and alternatives
for a surgical procedure.

Too HOT to Handle Alone
Released by the FDA March 8, 2019

Surgical Staplers Linked to

41,000

Injury Reports

On March 9, 2019 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
issued a letter to physicians and other healthcare practitioners
to alert them that the agency is aware of an increasing number
of medical device reports associated with the use of surgical
staplers for internal use and their associated implantable surgical
staples—common devices used in many surgeries—and to provide
updated recommendations to help reduce risks associated with their
use. The letter also includes information about additional actions the agency is
planning in the coming months to address the devices’ safety, including issuing a draft guidance
with labeling recommendations for manufacturers and holding a public advisory committee
meeting to discuss whether the current pathway for manufacturers to market surgical staplers
for internal use is appropriate.

The most commonly reported problems in these adverse event reports include an opening

of the staple line or malformation of staples, misfiring, difficulty in firing, failure of the stapler
to fire the staple, and misapplied staples (e.g., user applying staples to the wrong tissue or
applying staples of the wrong size to the tissue). Stapler and/or staple malfunctions or misuse
may result in prolonged surgical procedures or unplanned, additional surgical interventions,
which may lead to other complications such as bleeding, sepsis, tearing of internal tissues and
organs, increased risk of cancer recurrence, and death.
For the full FDA News Release including the content of the Letter to Health Care Providers go to: https://www.fda.
gov/MedicalDevices/Safety/LetterstoHealthCareProviders/ucm632938.htm
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Case History

Physician Discloses
MISSED MELANOMA

Susan Jones, BA, LPN, CPHRM, Senior Risk Management
Consultant | Risk Management Services

A 68-year-old patient saw his
Primary Care Physician (PCP) and
complained of an area of skin on his
left forearm that was concerning
him. The PCP referred the patient to
a dermatologist who identified two
suspicious lesions and performed
excisional biopsies. Although the
patient spent a lot of time outdoors,
he had no previous history of skin
cancer. Subsequently the biopsy
samples were received by the
pathology lab and evaluated by the
pathologist.
The specimens were labeled:
A- Skin lesion (upper left forearm)
B- Skin lesion (lower left forearm)

The final microscopic diagnosis was:
A- Skin “Upper Left Forearm” Shave Biopsy
1. Superficial basal cell carcinoma,
completely excised;
2. Actinic keratosis with keratinocytic
atypia extending to the peripheral
surgical resection margin;
3. Severe solar elastosis.
B- Skin “Lower Left Forearm” Shave Biopsy
1. Squamous cell carcinoma,
incompletely excised
The dermatologist received the final report
and, based on these findings, treated the
patient’s actinic keratosis described on the
upper forearm slide with cryosurgery and
later with a topical drug for treatment of
precancerous lesions.
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The patient did not return in three months as scheduled
but did return six months later with a new history of
left cervical/axillary adenopathy.
The dermatologist did not believe the upper left
forearm needed surgical treatment since the
pathology report stated the superficial basal cell
carcinoma was completely removed during the
excisional biopsy.

noticed a new lump under his left arm. He was seen by
his PCP who referred the patient to a general surgeon
who performed a needle biopsy of the lymph node.
The pathology noted a high-grade undifferentiated
malignant neoplasm of unknown origin.

The patient agreed to have the dermatologist perform
Mohs surgery for the lower left forearm squamous
cell carcinoma. Following the Mohs surgery, the
patient was seen for follow up three times; at the
third visit the patient was told to follow up in three
months. The patient did not return in three months
as scheduled but did return six months later with a
new history of left cervical/axillary adenopathy.

The general surgeon removed five lymph nodes
from the patient’s left axilla, all of which were
reported by pathology as having undifferentiated
large cell neoplasm. A PET scan was performed
which confirmed the cancer in the left axilla. At that
time an oncologist and a radiation oncologist were
consulted but there was no agreement as to what
type of treatment the patient should undergo since
the cancer was of an unknown origin.

Approximately three months after the patient’s last
follow up visit with the dermatologist, the patient

The patient, of his own accord,
saw an oncologist who requested
the original pathology slides
from the original pathologist
who reviewed the biopsies of the
left forearm. Upon this request, the
original pathologist looked at the
samples a second time and amended
the pathology report to reflect what
was now seen as an upper left forearm
lesion - melanoma in-situ with margins
not clear. The lower left forearm lesion
report was changed to malignant
melanoma with margins also not clear.

The amended pathology report was promptly discussed with the original dermatologist. On the same day the
dermatologist asked the patient to come to his office to explain to the patient the results of the amended
report. Based on the revised report the dermatologist explained to the patient that Mohs surgery was not
indicated for this. With the patient’s consent, the dermatologist then excised the upper left forearm melanoma
in-situ with a 5 mm margin. The lower left forearm was re-excised to achieve a 10mm margin. Both specimens
were sent to a different pathology lab for diagnosis. Findings were of a lower left forearm lesion that had been
removed during the first procedure of melanoma; the upper left forearm had both basal cell and squamous
cell carcinoma in-situ with clear margins.
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The patient then underwent a left axillary lymph node
dissection where 18 lymph nodes were removed, 11 of
which were cancerous. A second pathology lab reviewed
the original pathology slides and their diagnosis was left
upper forearm “atypical intraepidermal proliferation
present at peripheral margins” and the lower left
forearm “malignant melanoma”. Their report of the core
needle biopsy performed to remove 5 lymph nodes was
“consistent with metastatic melanoma”.

surgeon. The surgeon advised that this was probably a
new spread of the cancer, but the lump was inoperable
given its location near the patient’s lung and artery. A CT
scan confirmed this. A brain MRI was performed which
was found to be negative for cancer.
Subsequently the patient was treated with several cycles
of a chemotherapy regime. CT scans some time later did
not locate the tumor.

Following this, the patient, after noticing a swelling under
his left collarbone, was again reevaluated by the general

Allegations
In filing a lawsuit against the pathologist, the patient claimed that since the original pathologist failed
to detect melanoma in the first tissue samples, this resulted in a delay in diagnosis and treatment
thereby increasing the likelihood that the cancer would spread.
Had the diagnosis been timely, the dermatologist would have suggested different treatment options.
Instead the melanoma went undiagnosed and was allowed to proliferate for nearly a year spreading
to the patient’s axilla and then collarbone; the lesion was inoperable due to its location. This culminated
in the requirement of chemotherapy treatments, lymphedema, peripheral neuropathy, and most likely a
shortened lifespan.

Problems with the case:
1. Missed diagnosis of melanoma by original
pathologist reading the biopsies resulting
in delay of almost one year of appropriate
treatment needed.
2. Patient delayed scheduling a follow up visit
by many months and delayed reporting
the lump under his arm (he was last seen
by the dermatologist and did not return
for the follow up visit until six months
later even though he was told to follow up
three months after the last visit). In April,
the patient did see his PCP who referred
the patient to a general surgeon who
performed a needle biopsy and an open
biopsy in May.
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The experts in this case agreed that the
pathologist missed the diagnosis
of melanoma and if the patient’s
melanoma had been diagnosed when
it was originally biopsied, the patient’s
cancer would most likely have been
treated and resolved with surgery.
However, because of the missed
diagnosis the patient is expected
to have a further recurrence of the
cancer and will probably expire from
this disease process.

Discussion
Effective tracking systems help you monitor information
important to the diagnosis and treatment of your patients.

The best systems are simple, easy
to implement and meticulously
maintained.
An important system to have in place is follow up on

patients who have canceled or failed to keep an
appointment, often referred to as “no shows.” Diligent

follow-up allows physicians an opportunity to reconsider
the entire picture and initiate corrective interventions.
Follow up time frames demonstrate communication with
patients regarding their care and help promote continuity
of care. Many patients have been successful in their
lawsuits claiming they were not aware of the need to be
seen for follow-up care.
Large numbers of lawsuits have as their primary allegation
“delayed diagnosis,” “missed diagnosis” or “failure to
diagnose”. Even where the patient’s disease would have
been largely incurable, plaintiff attorneys often prevail
with the legal theory of “loss of best chance.” Failure

to diagnose is predominantly a result of some “systems
failure” in which a patient simply “falls through the
cracks” often in the office setting. One area frequently
overlooked in terms of office systems is some means
to follow up to assure the patient kept a consultation
or referral. When a physician refers a patient to

a consultant, a system is needed to assure the
patient was seen by the consultant and that a
report was received. The reality is that juries do not

always hold patients accountable to follow their doctor’s
recommendations, thus the physician needs to take steps
to encourage and document needed follow-up evaluation
and care. With every referral, before the patient leaves
your office, verify that he/she understands the reason you
are sending them for the consultation and the implications
on their healthcare. Clarify when the consultation should
be scheduled. Assure your patient knows who should
schedule the appointment. Is it the patient or your office
staff? Document that responsibility.
One of the biggest challenges for physician practices is
managing the constant flow of information into and out
of the office. Many medical errors in the office practice
stem from a “systems failure” in which an aspect of patient
care may simply be missed or delayed for lack of timely
follow up.
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The goal of a reliable office system is to manage and enhance the flow of patient data,
clinical information, medical records and patient care activities to assure that pertinent
information is available to the physician when he/she makes clinical decisions.
Another consideration in patient communication
is low health literacy. How much do patients
understand when it comes to the healthcare
and the importance of follow up? Low health
literacy is a likely factor in poor medical
outcomes that lead to medical malpractice
claims and suits. While it would seem, the
patient would bear responsibility for poor
compliance with medical recommendations,
the physician’s inattention to the patient’s
lack of understanding is historically viewed
negatively by juries.
With the increasing national scrutiny on
medical errors, the connection is readily apparent. Low health literacy may also be
linked to allegations of lack of informed consent. Literacy issues may have significant
impact on quality patient care, including:
 The ability to navigate the healthcare system, including filling out complex
forms and locating providers, locations, and services.
 An inability to convey their own personal story about their health such as
health history,who their physicians and healthcare practitioners are and more.
 The challenge for the individual to managed their own self-care and the
nuances and complexities of their chronic-disease.
 The ability to understand general concepts about the probability and risk
of disease and how to reduce or eliminate their risks.

Some suggestions for addressing low-health literacy:
1. Routinely assess your patient’s ability to understand directions and
information,especially if non-compliant or “difficult.” Health literacy may be
an underlying cause of patient management problems such as not keeping
appointments, chronic lateness,non-compliance with treatment, returning
incomplete forms, excessive phone calls and overuse of the emergency room.
2. Plain language is a strategy for making written and oral information easier
to understand and is considered the most important tool for improving
health literacy.
3. Verify understanding by finding out what a person understands and what
he or she doesn’t. Rather than asking, “Do you understand?” ask, “Tell me
what you will do and show me how you will do it when you are on your
own tomorrow.”
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How Does Disclosure Impact the Outcome of a Case?
In this case the pathologist reviewed the original biopsies and noted her error in
missing the diagnosis of melanoma at the time of the original read. The pathologist
promptly and appropriately documented the new findings as an addendum to
her original report. She then promptly called and notified the dermatologist who
performed the initial biopsies of the diagnostic error. That dermatologist then
appropriately and promptly contacted the patient to come back to the office so that
he could inform the patient of the missed diagnosis of the melanoma and discuss
a treatment plan for the patient.

Although this case settled in the high six figures range, the prompt

and honest disclosure to the patient, once the missed diagnosis was discovered,
may have influenced the patient’s willingness to settle the case and mitigated the
damages. Not disclosing immediately would likely also have delayed the proper
treatment and adversely affected the clinical outcome. A timely and empathetic
disclosure of a medical error may end up in litigation but minimize the dollar value
of a settlement or verdict as well as reduce the stress and time spent in litigation
by all parties. A delay in disclosure and follow-up could, on the other hand, result
in a jury trial and the risk that the jury would be angered by any alleged delay or
even attempted cover-up of the error resulting in a very large monetary award and
the potential for punitive damages.
Error reporting and disclosure
to patients is encouraged by the
American Medical Association’s
(AMA) code of ethics along with
its policies designed to reduce
medical error and create safer
systems (AMA, 2016). Thoughtful
disclosure helps mitigate the
emotional distress associated with
unanticipated outcomes for both
the patient and physician and has
not been shown to increase the
probability of liability claims.
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Click on MI Community
Select Browse Catalog and the most current Risk Advisor will be at the top of the page.

DID YOU KNOW?

Diabetic Patient and Commercial Driver’s License

Question: I am an Endocrinologist treating a self-referred patient for their diabetes.
The patient’s diabetes is controlled with diet and exercise, but he has voiced concerns
about losing his commercial driving license. Do I need to be concerned about any issues
related to his Commercial Driver's License (CDL)?

Answer:

It seems the patient’s concern may stem from his impression that a
diagnosis of diabetes alone jeopardizes his ability to maintain his commercial driver’s
license (CDL). The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)

recently revised its regulations related to diabetics with a commercial
driver’s license. That final rule became effective November 19, 2018. The FMCSA

Final New Rule on Insulin-Treated Diabetes contains important updates for treating
clinicians. Under the new rule there is no longer a blanket exclusion against insulin use
by commercial drivers. In addition, the treating clinician (defined in 49 CFR391.46(b) as
“a healthcare professional who manages, and prescribes insulin for, the treatment of
the individual’s diabetes mellitus as authorized by the healthcare professional’s state
Licensing authority), needs to complete a new form that is then provided to a certified
medical examiner by the diabetic commercial driver within 45 days of completion of the
form by the treating clinician. The certified medical examiner completes the medical
certification process.
Listed below are some helpful resources related to diabetics and commercial driving license.
FMCSA (2018a). New diabetes standard
overview webinar. Retrieved from
https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/regulations/
medical/new-diabetes-standardoverview-webinar
FMCSA (2018b). Qualifications of drivers;
diabetes standard. Retrieved from
https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/regulations/
rulemaking/2018-20161

American Diabetes Association (n.d.).
Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) final new rule
on insulin-treated diabetes. Frequently
Asked Questions. Retrieved from http://
www.diabetes.org/assets/pdfs/living/
know-your-rights/fmcsa-final-rule-faq.pdf
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Read the ADA’s statement about the new
rule by visiting: http://www.diabetes.
org/newsroom/press-releases/2018/
advocacy-commercial-drivers-final-rule.
html
Information about commercial driving with
diabetes, including updates on the new
rule, will be posted at www.diabetes.
org/CDL

In this edition of Counsel’s Corner MICA has elicited responses regarding
Disclosure of An Adverse Event from counsel in three states: Arizona, Utah,
and Nevada. Please note that there are material differences in the laws in
each of the three states and we encourage you to read each of the responses to get a full understanding of the issues and state specific requirements.

Q

I’m a physician whose patient had an adverse event during their treatment. Can
you provide guidance on how to proceed with giving the patient and family the
initial disclosure information and how to move forward with investigating and
providing ongoing communication to the patient and family regarding the event?”

DISCLOSURE of Adverse Events

Counsel’sCorner

Arizona – Paul J. Giancola, Esq., Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. Offices |
Over the last 15 years, disclosure of unanticipated outcomes or adverse
events has become standard policy in most hospitals and medical
practices. Such disclosures are considered good for risk management,
ethics, and patient safety, while promoting transparency, integrity, fairness
and healing.

Disclosure starts before the adverse event when a patient and a provider
engage in the informed consent process. This process will, ideally, include a

discussion of the possible adverse outcomes associated with the anticipated treatment
or procedure. If an adverse outcome occurs, it may have been previously discussed
as a potential complication of the treatment or procedure. Regardless of whether the
complication was discussed, to the patient it is still upsetting, unexpected and adverse.
How best to communicate with the patient about it can be challenging. With good
communication, you may be able to maintain both a good relationship with the patient
and prevent adverse events that occurred without medical negligence from ending up
in litigation.
When an adverse event occurs, compassion and expressing sincere sympathy to the
patient and/or family is the best response. Arizona, like many states, has an “I’m sorry” law
which has the formal name of “Evidence of admissions; civil proceedings; unanticipated
outcomes; medical care” (A.R.S. § 12-2605). This law provides that any statement,
affirmation, gesture or conduct expressing apology, responsibility, liability, sympathy,
commiseration, condolence, compassion or a general sense of benevolence” made to
a patient or family members relating to “the discomfort, pain, suffering, injury or death
of the patient as the result of the unanticipated outcome of medical care is inadmissible
as evidence of an admission of liability or as evidence of an admission against interest.”
The “I’m sorry” law is designed primarily to provide legal protection of expressions of
apology and condolence for the adverse event. However, an apology does not answer
the question of what happened, which may include what went wrong. Questions about
what happened should be answered factually and directly, avoiding speculation about
what might have gone wrong. If an investigation is being performed, the patient may be
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informed that the adverse event is under review. It is not unusual that an initial impression
about what occurred is not borne out by an investigation. However, if an investigation is
being performed under the quality assurance privilege (A.R.S. § 36-2401), be mindful that
a quality assurance investigation is confidential. Therefore, any substantive discussion
about it may waive the privilege of confidentiality against discovery in civil litigation. If the
investigation reveals that the adverse outcome was possibly due to medical negligence,
request advice from appropriate sources such as your Quality Committee chair, Risk
Manager or counsel to understand what may be communicated to the patient without
waiving the privilege of confidentiality. You may also want to communicate to the patient
any change in practice that is made to lessen the chance of similar, future adverse events.

In summary:
�
�

Apologize.
Do not jump to conclusions.

�
�
�
�

Do not blame or accuse others.
Never make promises.
Listen and empathize.
Explain the facts clearly.

�
�

�

Communicate following any
investigation.
Analyze the unanticipated
outcome to prevent
recurrences and/or improve
future outcomes.
Seek guidance from MICA or
counsel.

Lastly, before communicating with your patient, consider this advice from Benjamin
Franklin: “Never ruin an apology with an excuse.”

In addition,
“evidence of
furnishing,
promising to
pay, or offering
to pay medical,
hospital,
or similar
expenses
resulting from
an injury is not
admissible to
prove liability
for the injury.”

Utah – Jaryl Rencher, Esq., Rencher Anjewierden |
If a physician carefully follows Utah law in expressing sympathy or
apologizing for an unanticipated outcome, he or she can reasonably
explain to a patient what transpired, without the fear that the conversation
and apology will be used against the physician if the patient later files a
lawsuit alleging medical malpractice.
The Utah legislature and the Utah Supreme Court have each considered this issue and
essentially concluded that un-sworn statements, affirmations, gestures, or conduct that
express the following, and are made by a physician to a patient or a person associated with
the patient, are not admissible in a malpractice action against the physician
or his/her employee to prove liability for an injury:
1. “Apology, sympathy, commiseration, condolence, compassion, or general sense
of benevolence; and/or
2. A description of the sequence of events relating to the unanticipated outcome
of medical care or the significance of events.”
In addition, “evidence of furnishing, promising to pay, or offering to pay medical, hospital,
or similar expenses resulting from an injury is not admissible to prove liability for the injury.”
Accordingly, while a physician can quite safely express apology, sympathy, commiseration,
condolence, compassion, or benevolence when an adverse event occurs, the physician
should not make any admissions or provide any opinions. For example, it is acceptable
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to say “I’m sorry this happened” or “I know this is difficult for you.” But physicians lack
legal protection for saying things such as, “I’m so sorry I made a mistake” or “I wish I
had done things differently.”
Beyond this, the physician is safest in sticking to facts when discussing what occurred
during or as a result of treatment. In other words, the physician should provide a
“description of the sequence of events relating to the unanticipated outcome of medical
care” and explain the “significance of the events,” but should not offer opinions on how
it happened. And, of course, the physician could also properly discuss the plan for future
or further treatment, if applicable.

Beyond this,
the physician
is safest in
sticking to

Due to the prevalence of patient cell phone usage and Utah law regarding the surreptitious
recording of conversations, physicians should consider whether face-to-face or phone
discussions with patients (about adverse outcomes) are being recorded.

facts when

Physicians should also remember that patient medical entries and records should not
include apologies and the like because those documents are not statements made to
patients. In other words, while a physician can directly express apologies, compassion,
and descriptions of the sequence of events to patients without fear that those statements
will be used against the physician in a future malpractice lawsuit, the same is not true for
statements in the medical records. Instead, attorneys for disgruntled patients (or their
families) will almost certainly use in litigation anything a physician writes in the record
which the patient’s attorney finds useful. Thus, if a physician feels the need to make a
note to later recollect what happened, but the note may include harmful information or
admissions, before writing it the physician may want to consider retaining legal counsel
to whom an attorney-client privileged note can be written to memorialize
the physician’s then best memory.

what occurred

Finally, when speaking to patients or their families about
unanticipated outcomes, physicians should remember
(and rest assured) that not all adverse events result
from negligence. Informed Consent documents that
patients sign prior to treatment usually (and should)
acknowledge that even under optimal care, adverse
outcomes can and do occur without the physician
being at fault. Of course, an investigation into an
adverse outcome can help a physician determine
whether it resulted from negligence. However,
physicians may want to consider retaining legal
counsel before conducting significant investigations,
in order to properly protect the findings from being
disclosed in a subsequent lawsuit. And, if a physician
investigates the outcome, it is usually ill-advised to share
the investigation findings with the patient or family.

If a patient or his/her family insists the physician was negligent

when the physician believes or an investigation demonstrates otherwise, the
physician can continue to express compassion and benevolence while pointing out that
the Informed Consent document warned about potential unanticipated outcomes.
However, if patients or their family members continue to press the issue, the physician
may want to consider retaining legal counsel for assistance in responding further.
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discussing
during or as
a result of
treatment.

Nevada - Brent Vogel, Esq., Lewis Brisbois | In an effort to reduce

medical malpractice lawsuits and litigation expenses, most state
legislatures have enacted laws to exclude expressions of sympathy,
condolences or apologies from being used against medical professionals
in court. Proponents of these “I’m Sorry” laws argue that allowing medical
professionals to make these statements can reduce medical liability and
malpractice litigation. Nevada, however, is one of the minority of states that
does not have an “I’m Sorry” statute affording physicians protections from liability for
admissions made while treating a patient.
It’s natural for caring physicians to want to express their condolences or apologies
to patients or their families following the discovery that something has gone wrong
with a patient. These expressions, however, may be admissible before Nevada courts
as possible evidence of wrongdoing or guilt in medical malpractice cases. It must be
strongly emphasized that not all “bad outcomes” are the result of medical negligence.
The difficulty lies in expressing your sorrow at the “bad outcome” without inadvertently
admitting you are legally responsible. Keep in mind you may not know whether your care
was responsible for the outcome until after an investigation or peer review.

The difficulty
lies in
expressing
your sorrow
at the “bad
outcome”
without
inadvertently
admitting you
are legally
responsible.

If you feel an apology is in order you will want to be careful your words do
not convey that you are at fault or that the patient is to blame. You will also

want to avoid expressing opinions on what caused the outcome or how it could have been
avoided unless and investigation has already been completed. Even then it may be best
not to comment, but that is situation dependent. The better practice is to acknowledge
the pain, death, loss, and/or inconvenience. But, do not let acknowledgment get confused
with responsibility. You don’t want to let the patient or their family to mistake saying
“I’m sorry” for saying “It’s my fault.”
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Ken Broda-Bahm, Ph.D., wrote an excellent piece on showing you’re sorry even when
you’re not at fault.1 He explains the following on this topic:

One: Acknowledge Death, Pain, Loss, and Even Inconvenience
As I’ve written before, legal cases are about loss. Sometimes it is a large loss (like a life),
and at other times it is a relatively smaller loss (like money or opportunity). In all cases,
showing that you understand this loss is a form of identification. The acknowledgment

builds a bridge by communicating a number of things: I am human, I see
what you see, and I am similar to you in thinking that it is unfortunate.

When making that acknowledgment from the defense side of the courtroom, the critical
factors of that acknowledgment are that it is sincere (it doesn’t sound pro forma), it is
complete (it doesn’t leave out anything jurors would see as a loss) and it isn’t weakened
too much by argument (it isn’t immediately set aside by a “but…”).

Two: Don’t Let Acknowledgment Get Confused with Responsibility
As effective as it is to acknowledge and identify with another party’s loss, there is
still a great risk in being seen as offering a confession for that loss. Because the word
“sorry” has these two meanings (“I’m sorry I did it,” versus “I’m sorry you experienced
that”), you should avoid using the word “sorry” unless you expressly mean to take
responsibility for something. If you don’t, then it is better to express “sorrow” or simply
“understanding” of the situation the other party is facing. Take some care in how you
offer that acknowledgment, because if jurors see it as a “fake” apology, that can be worse
than making no apology at all.
Unless and until Nevada passes an “I’m Sorry” statute the better practice to avoid
unwarranted litigation is to follow these guidelines.
http://www.persuasivelitigator.com/2013/10/show-youre-sorry-even-when-youre-not-at-fault.html

1
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... the word
“sorry” has
these two
meanings
(“I’m sorry I
did it,” versus
“I’m sorry you
experienced
that”) ...
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